
1. Introduction
Our understanding of phytoplankton dynamics and their contribution to both photosynthetic carbon fixa-
tion and the biological carbon pump have largely benefitted from the improvement and the increasing avail-
ability of satellite observations of chlorophyll a concentration [Chla], a proxy for phytoplankton biomass. 
Remote-sensing measurements are however restricted to a superficial layer (the so-called “first optical 
depth,” Gordon & McCluney, 1975), whose thickness in the open ocean essentially depends on phytoplank-
ton biomass and hence on [Chla] (Morel, 1988). Indeed, below this layer, Deep Chlorophyll Maxima (DCM), 
revealed by in situ observations, sometimes attest to the existence of potentially active phytoplankton com-
munities at subsurface depths, obviously escaping satellite detection.

DCMs (sometimes also referred to as Subsurface Chlorophyll Maxima, SCM) express a pronounced peak in 
the vertical profiles of [Chla]. DCM development requires stratified conditions (Estrada et al., 1993) that al-
low the establishment of a two-layer system, nutrient-limited above, and light-limited below (Beckmann & 
Hense, 2007; Dugdale, 1967; Hodges & Rudnick, 2004; Voituriez & Herbland, 1979). The interface between 
the two layers generally sets the environmental conditions favorable for the DCM to develop and occasion-
ally be maintained (Beckmann & Hense, 2007; Cullen, 1982, 2015; Cullen & Eppley, 1981; Riley et al., 1949; 
Steele & Yentsch,  1960; Venrick et  al.,  1973). DCMs have been extensively studied since the 1970s (see 
Ardyna et al., 2013; Baldry et al., 2020; Cullen, 2015; Scofield et al., 2020 for recent and/or synoptic assess-
ments, respectively, in the Arctic Ocean, using a global approach, in the North American lakes, and in the 
Southern Ocean). What primarily emerges from this abundant literature is that DCM features cover a wide 
range in term of characteristics (depth, magnitude, shape, Cullen, 1982; Hense & Beckmann, 2008; Lavigne 
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et al., 2015; Uitz et al., 2006), prevailing phytoplankton community and dominant physiological processes. 
Second, a number of different factors (both environmental and biological) may be involved in the forma-
tion (and endurance) of DCMs. In this way, the DCM is “not a unique ecological response to environmental 
conditions; rather, a broad range of interacting processes can and generally do contribute to the formation of 
persistent subsurface layers of elevated Chl” (Cullen, 2015).

All studies conducted so far have essentially focused on specific regions or seasons, using different methods 
for identifying and appraising their occurrence. As a consequence, while an overall picture has begun to 
emerge with respect to various types of DCMs and their potential drivers, their observation and characteri-
zation still remain too scarce and incomplete for the development of any possible generalizations. Further-
more, these observational gaps translate directly into knowledge gaps and potentially great uncertainties 
regarding the role of DCMs and their impact on carbon fluxes (e.g., primary production and carbon export, 
Morel & Berthon, 1989; Joint & Groom, 2000; Platt et al., 1988) at a global scale. Indeed, most estimations of 
primary production associated with DCMs are either localized, restricted to a specific area, or else based on 
modeling approaches (e.g., Ardyna et al., 2013; Pérez et al., 2006; Silsbe & Malkin, 2016). In this context, it 
appears essential to develop more global and comprehensive DCM observations, for advancing understand-
ing on not only the establishment and functioning of DCMs, but also their role in carbon fluxes.

On the basis of our present understanding on DCMs, the intensification of observations should address two 
main objectives. The first objective relates to the prevailing environmental conditions associated with the 
establishment, maintenance and disappearance of DCMs. Stratified conditions (either permanent or transi-
tory) are a prerequisite to DCM establishment. Stratification controls the flux of nutrients from below and 
the thickness of the mixed layer where these nutrients will eventually become available for phytoplankton 
growth (Huisman et al., 2006; Karl et al., 1995; Sharples et al., 2001). Meanwhile, surface irradiance together 
with the thickness of the mixed layer and its phytoplankton content control the flux of photons to the depth 
horizon where they may eventually encounter favorable nutrient conditions for phytoplankton growth and 
DCM formation (Banse, 1987; Hense & Beckmann, 2008; Letelier et al., 2004; Mignot et al., 2014; Taylor 
et al., 1986; Kemp et al., 2000). It follows that an ideally comprehensive data set for appraising environmen-
tal control of DCMs should encompass, together with the vertical distribution of [Chla] and stratification 
conditions, key measurements of the two principal drivers of phytoplankton growth, namely light and nu-
trients (Cullen, 2015).

The second objective is related to the nature of the DCM: does it reflect a true increase in biomass in terms 
of phytoplankton carbon (Anderson, 1969; Barbieux et al., 2019; Beckmann & Hense, 2007; Herbland & Vo-
ituriez, 1977; Hodges & Rudnick, 2004; Holm-Hansen & Hewes, 2004; Kemp et al., 2000; Martin et al., 2010; 
Steele, 1964; Voituriez & Herbland, 1979), or is it solely a photoacclimation response to vanishing irradi-
ance, unrelated to any cellular carbon increase (Fennel & Boss, 2003; Kiefer et al., 1976; Letelier et al., 2004; 
Mignot et al., 2014; Steele & Yentsch, 1960; Taylor et al., 1997)? Addressing this question represents a crucial 
step toward pinpointing the potential contribution and impact of DCMs on carbon fluxes. True biomass 
maxima, expected to result from additional production at the DCM level favored by more optimal light and 
nutrient conditions (Herbland & Voituriez, 1979; Kemp et al., 2000; Klausmeier & Litchman, 2001; Letelier 
et al., 2004), will probably have stronger influence on both primary production and carbon fluxes, than 
purely photoacclimation-driven DCMs (Maranon et  al.,  2000; Pérez et  al.,  2006; Westberry et  al.,  2008). 
Obviously, the actual answer is likely to be more nuanced and to fall between these two recognized end-
points of DCM characteristics (Cullen, 2015). Therefore, and in order to better assess DCM contributions 
to biomass on a global scale, observations would ideally combine [Chla] measurements with concurrent 
estimations of Particulate Organic Carbon (POC) concentrations.

The development of new oceanic observing systems, along with the miniaturization of sensors, has led 
to the spread of autonomous platforms in the world ocean (Chai et al., 2020). The global network of Bio-
geochemical Argo (BGC-Argo) floats, having accumulated more than 10 years of pilot surveys in a varie-
ty of open-ocean areas, now provides a unique data set of vertical profiles with high spatial- and tempo-
ral-resolution measurements of physical and biogeochemical parameters (Claustre et al., 2020; Roemmich 
et al., 2019). Besides Temperature and Salinity, these measurements include vertical profiles of chlorophyll 
a fluorescence, a proxy for [Chla] (Roesler et al., 2017), and of particle backscattering coefficients (bbp), a 
proxy for POC (Cetinić et al., 2012; Loisel & Morel, 1998; Stramski et al., 1999). These measurements have 
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the potential to discriminate between DCMs corresponding to the effective accumulation of biomass (DBM: 
Deep Biomass Maxima) and DCM resulting from photoacclimation (DAM: Deep photoAcclimation Max-
ima). In addition to these measurements, BGC-Argo floats also carry irradiance and nitrate sensors, thus 
offering the potential to investigate the role of these key drivers of phytoplankton growth in controlling 
DCM establishment and characteristics.

In the present study, we use data from 505 profiling floats (75,473 profiles) deployed from 2010 to 2019 to 
develop a comprehensive inventory of DCMs in the world ocean. To our best knowledge, no such global 
assessment of DCMs using in situ data and homogeneous sampling has been proposed to date. Indeed, 
the many existing studies on, or referring to DCMs, are based on either sparse in situ measurements (ship-
based, few BGC-Argo floats, glider transects; often limited in season and/or focused on a specific area), or 
modeling approaches. The strength of the present data set to address DCM typology and drivers not only 
resides in the embedded sensors performing high-resolution measurements, but also in the wide range of 
oceanic conditions explored, including various regions of the global open ocean with different trophic and 
hydrodynamic status, and over several annual cycles.

Overall, the goal of this study is to develop a stepwise analysis of the BGC-Argo data set in order to estab-
lish the bases of a possible generalization of DCM characteristics and of the conditions prevailing in their 
establishment and maintenance. More specifically, we aim at developing better understanding on their 
occurrence in space (regionally, vertically) and time (seasonally), their typologies (DAM vs. DBM) and their 
drivers (nutrients vs. light). In this context, our approach is organized as follows. We first use the BGC Argo 
data set to develop and apply a unique method for the detection of any DCM, and for its further classifica-
tion into DBM or DAM. The distribution of DBMs and DAMs is then analyzed at various spatial and tem-
poral scales together with specific metrics of DCM characteristics. Some of these metrics are further used 
to propose a classification of DCMs in the global ocean according to a few representative DCM types that 
obey singular patterns. Finally, we address the environmental parameters (nitrate and light fields, trophic 
environment, mixed layer dynamic) that prevail in the formation and maintenance of DCMs and ultimately 
control the global balance between DBMs and DAMs. (Note that the different acronyms and variables used 
in this study and their associated symbols, definitions, and units are detailed in Table 1).

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. The Initial Data set and Its Zonation

The present data set relies on 505 floats that have been deployed since 2010 in various regions of the global 
ocean in the context of different research programs. Besides CTD sensors, these floats are equipped with 
up to six additional sensors measuring the core BGC-Argo variables (Claustre et  al.,  2020; Roemmich 
et al., 2019), namely [Chla], bbp, PAR, oxygen, nitrate and pH. As of December 31, 2019, a total of 75 473 
[Chla] and bbp vertical profiles had been collected, the core data set used in the present analysis (Figure 1, 
Argo, 2020). To describe the environmental context of the vertical profiles of [Chla] and bbp, we addition-
ally use, when present, vertical profiles of PAR, nitrate and oxygen. Most of the floats included are official 
BGC-Argo floats and accessible through the Coriolis database (ftp://ftp.ifremer.fr/ifremer/argo). Some oth-
er float data were derived from 13 floats in the North Atlantic (http://misclab.umeoce.maine.edu/floats/), 
and 3 floats in the South China Sea (Haili Wang, pers. comm.).

From the global data set, 7 094 profiles (9.4% of global database profiles) were removed, either because they 
were insufficiently representative of a given area (too few data to allow further analysis), or potentially 
influenced by coastal waters (using bathymetry data from the General Bathymetric Charts of the Ocean 
(GEBCO_2020), profiles matching a bathymetry shallower than 1,500 m were discarded), or not represent-
ative enough of a given area because of local effects (e.g., the Marquesas Islands area, in the central Pacific, 
whose subequatorial waters are biased by recurrent blooms in their vicinity).

2.2. Qualification of Physical Profiles and Derived Quantities

Following Argo protocols, hydrological data collected by the SBE 41 Seabird CTD sensors were processed 
and quality-controlled as described by Wong et al. (2020). The Mixed Layer Depth (MLD) was calculated 
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using the density differential threshold criterion of 0.03 kg m−3 with ref-
erence to the density at 10 m (de Boyer Montégut et al., 2004). This cri-
terion is considered as the most appropriate for a global-scale approach. 
To obtain an estimation of the stratification strength along the vertical 
profile, the square of the Brunt–Väisälä frequency or buoyancy frequency 
(N2) was also calculated for each profile depth from the temperature and 
salinity values.

2.3. Qualification of [Chla] and bbp Profiles

The floats were equipped with Seabird-Wetlabs sensors of three types 
(FLBB, ECO-Triplet, or MCOMS). All sensor types included a Chla fluo-
rometer (excitation at 470 nm; emission at 695 nm), and a backscattering 
sensor at 700 nm. To establish an interoperable and homogeneous data 
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Symbol Definition Unit

BGC Biogeochemical

CTD Conductivity Temperature Density

DAM Deep photoAcclimation Maximum

DBM Deep Biomass Maximum

DCM Deep Chlorophyll Maximum

MAE Mean Absolute Error

R2.adj Adjusted correlation coefficient

RMSE Root Mean Square Error

POC Particulate Organic Carbon mg C m−3

bbp particulate backscattering coefficient m−1

[Chla] Chlorophyll a concentration mg chla m−3

[Chla]sat Chlorophyll a concentration measured from satellite mg chla m−3

iPAR Daily integrated PAR E m−2 d−1

iPAR20 Isocline of iPAR of 20 E m−2 d−1 m

iPARNit iPAR at the nitracline depth E m−2 d−1

MLiPAR Mean iPAR in the Mixed Layer E m−2 d−1

Kd PAR diffuse attenuation coefficient m−1

ML Mixed Layer

MLD Mixed Layer Depth m

mNit Nitracline steepness µmol NO3 m−3 m−1

N2 Brunt-Vaisala frequency Hz

N2Nit Brunt-Vaisala frequency at the nitracline depth Hz

MLNitrate Mean Nitrate concentration in the Mixed Layer µmol NO3 m−3

PAR Photosynthetically Available Radiation E m−2

q25 25th percentile

q75 75th percentile

TSWS Typical Stable Water Structure

Znit Nitracline depth m

Zpd First Optical Depth m

Table 1 
Acronyms, Definitions and Units

Figure 1. Map of the BGC-Argo profiles where the [Chla] and the bbp are 
measured. BGC, Biogeochemical.
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set regardless of the specific procedures used by different Argo Data Centers (not at the same level of ma-
turity at the time of the present analysis), all vertical profiles of [Chla] fluorescence and bbp were processed 
from raw data (numerical counts). The procedures are described in detail by Bellacicco et al. (2019) and 
include: conversion of numerical counts into [Chla] and bbp physical units; visual quality control of the 
profiles and potential sensor-drift corrections; removal of out-of-range values; dark-offset correction for the 
[Chla]; correction for non-photochemical quenching for the [Chla]. A factor-two correction was applied 
to account for [Chla] overestimation by Seabird-Wetlabs fluorometers (Roesler et al., 2017). Similarly, bbp 
processing took into account new calibration factors provided by Seabird-Wetlabs, following inconsistencies 
identified among various types of bbp sensors (Poteau et al., 2017). Altogether, following this careful data 
screening and correction, 56 624 profiles (i.e. 75% of the global database profiles) were finally kept for the 
present analysis.

2.4. Identification and Classification of Deep Maxima Profiles

An algorithm detailed below allowed the shape of the [Chla] and bbp profiles to be classified when any Deep 
Chlorophyll Maxima were detected. Basically, three profile types were defined (Figure 2): (1) NO deep max-
ima, corresponding to either mixed waters or near-surface [Chla] and bbp maxima generally associated with 
blooms; (2) DAM (Deep photoAcclimation Maximum) types, corresponding to a [Chla] maximum not re-
flected in a bbp maximum and essentially resulting from phytoplankton photoacclimation to low irradiance; 
(3) DBM (Deep Biomass Maximum) types, presenting maxima in both bbp and [Chla] and corresponding to 
a true increase in phytoplankton biomass (e.g., in terms of carbon). In the following, DAM and DBM will be 
referred to collectively as DCM (Deep Chlorophyll Maxima).

Most profiles (38 273, 51% of the global database profiles) of [Chla] and bbp present a high vertical resolution 
(an average vertical resolution above 3 m in the top 250 m). With an approximative constant prevalence for 
spikes, higher resolution data gives a higher chance of a spike occurence, which is not our present interest. 
Therefore, [Chla] and bbp profiles were first smoothed (a 5-point running median filter for [Chla]; a 5-point 
running median filter followed by a 5-point running mean filter for bbp) to allow the retrieval of the profile 
shape free from spikes and background noise. For coarser resolution profiles (>3 m in the top 250 m, 26 059 
profiles, 35% of the global database profiles) no smoothing was applied on both [Chla] and bbp. Both meth-
ods give compatible results when delineating at 3 m average resolution (see supportive information, Text S1 
and Figures S1–S5). All profiles were then identically treated for the next steps.
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Figure 2. Example of vertical profiles of [Chla] (green) and bbp (blue) classified as (a), (b) NO, (c) DAM, and (d) DBM. 
DAM, Deep photoAcclimation Maximum; DBM, Deep Biomass Maximum.
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The depth of the [Chla] maximum was then searched for between 0 and 300 m, assuming that no phyto-
plankton [Chla] can develop below 300 m (note that [Chla] maxima can be identified below 300 m but they 
result from advective transport due to eddy subduction, e.g., see Llort et al., 2018). Once the maximum and 
depth were identified on the smoothed profile, the closest [Chla] measurements on the unsmoothed profile 
were accordingly identified. The profile was definitively qualified as a DCM if the maximum [Chla] value 
of the unsmoothed profile was greater than twice the median of the [Chla] values in the 15 first meters 
(Lavigne et al., 2015). Otherwise, it was qualified as NO.

The potential cooccurrence of the DCM depth with any deep peak of bbp was subsequently tested. The depth 
of the bbp maximum was searched for from the smoothed bbp profile in a layer of 20 meters around the DCM 
depth. As for the [Chla] profile, once the bbp maximum and depth were identified on the smoothed profile, 
the closest bbp measurements on the unsmoothed profile were accordingly identified. The profile was de-
fined as a DBM if the bbp maximum was more than 1.3 times the bbp minimum within the top 15 meters. 
Otherwise, it was qualified as a DAM, that is, where the [Chla] maximum did not match a bbp maximum. 
The choice of this criterion was derived from the analysis of DBM signature along vertical BGC-Argo pro-
files of optical proxies (including bbp) in oligotrophic regions by Mignot et  al.  (2014). The criterion was 
subsequently refined and tested on several profiles representative of our global data set.

2.5. PAR Attenuation Coefficient and Daily Integrated PAR

The irradiance prevailing at the depth of DCMs was assessed thanks to PAR sensors (OCR Sensor Sea-
bird-SATLANTIC) equipping some of the floats (36,423 profiles, 48% of the global database profiles, support-
ive information, Figure S6). For floats without PAR sensors, PAR profiles were modeled. This was achieved 
by first retrieving surface PAR under cloud-free conditions using a clear-sky model (Gregg & Carder, 1990). 
This irradiance was further propagated along the vertical dimension thanks to a diffuse attenuation coef-
ficient (Kd) derived from empirical bio-optical relationships (Morel, Huot, et al., 2007) which, here, were 
refined on the basis of similar groups of regions (see supportive information, Text S2 and Figure S7). Finally, 
in order to transform the clear-sky-modeled profile into a PAR profile corresponding to real, potentially 
cloudy conditions, we used the method of Lacour et al. (2017). This method derives a correction coefficient 
from the ratio of the in situ profile to the model-estimated PAR profile (mean cloud cover during the float 
ascent). We used the profiles with in situ PAR measurements and associated model-estimated PAR profiles 
to estimate cloud-cover correction coefficients per month and per band of 10° latitude. These coefficients 
(supportive information, Table S1) were then re-applied on the rest of the model-estimated PAR profiles 
(i.e., those floats without PAR sensors). The daily integrated PAR (iPAR) was calculated at each depth by 
integrating modeled PAR profiles over the day-length as described by Lacour et al. (2017). For each profile, 
the average daily iPAR in the mixed layer ( MLiPAR ) was calculated as the integral of iPAR values in the 
mixed layer divided by the MLD.

2.6. Nitrate, Nitracline Depth and Steepness of the Nitracline

While a number of BGC-Argo floats are not equipped with nitrate sensors, nearly all of them do have oxy-
gen ones. From oxygen and hydrological profiles together with float geolocation, the nitrate profiles were 
estimated using the so-called CANYON B neural network (Bittig et al., 2018; Sauzède et al., 2017), which 
presents an accuracy of 0.68 µmol kg−3 for the retrieval of nitrate concentrations, and an uncertainty of 0.99 
of µmol kg−3 (Bittig et al., 2018).

The nitracline depth (Znit) and steepness (mNit) were subsequently estimated for each profile as proxies for 
better characterization of the DCMs' nutrient environmental context. Several methods for each metric (i.e., 
ZNit and mNit) were initially tested on a subset of profiles representative of oceanic-region diversity in the 
database (supportive information, Text S3 and Figures S8 and S9). Finally, the nitracline depth was defined 
as the depth at which exists a concentration difference of 1 µmol L−1 with reference to the surface value, 
adapted from Lavigne et al.  (2015). Meanwhile, the steepness of the nitracline (mNit) was defined as the 
slope of the linear regression of nitrate values as a function of depth in a layer between the nitracline depth 
and 1.25 times the nitracline depth.
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Both nitrate-related metrics Znit and mNit and their calculation methods are robust with respect to any pos-
sible deviations of the nitrate concentration (derived from the CANYON B neural network) because they 
are based on the shape of the nitrate profile rather than on the absolute concentrations themselves. Note 
that mNit is significantly related to the Brunt–Väisälä frequency (N2) at the nitracline depth (supportive 
information, Figure S10).

2.7. Matching Satellite [Chla] and BGC-Argo Profiles

Surface [Chla] measured by satellite ([Chla]sat) can be considered as a metric on the trophic status pre-
vailing at a given oceanic location (e.g. from oligotrophic conditions of the South Pacific Subtropical Gyre 
to the eutrophic conditions associated with the spring bloom in the North Atlantic Subpolar Gyre). The 
trophic gradient is defined as in Antoine et al. (1996): oligotrophic waters corresponds to a [Chla]sat below 
0.1 mg chla m−3; mesotrophic are defined for a [Chla]sat range from 0.1 to 1 mg chla m−3; and eutroph-
ic waters for [Chla]sat above 1 mg chla m−3. Independently from the [Chla] measured by floats, [Chla]sat 
therefore provides a potentially useful way to upscale findings from the BGC-Argo database to the global 
ocean. Taking the [Chla]sat as reference instead of float surface [Chla] to establish such trophic status dis-
cards any uncertainties linked to the Fchla retrieval from of BGC-Argo floats due to regional variability 
(Roesler et al., 2017), and potentially due to the variability in the NPQ correction (e.g. Xing et al., 2018). 
In this context, each BGC-Argo profile was matched with a L3S [Chla] product from the Ocean Color-Cli-
mate Change Initiative v4.0 database merging observations from MERIS, MODIS, VIIRS and SeaWiFs, at a 
monthly and 4 × 4-km-pixel resolution, up to December 31, 2019 (ftp://oc-cci-data:ELaiWai8ae@oceancol-
our.org/occci-v4.2/).

2.8. Clustering Method for the Classification of Regions

In order to reveal robust patterns of DCM features in the various regions of the global ocean, profiles were 
divided into 28 regions a priori presenting coherent hydrological and/or biogeochemical patterns (support-
ive information: Text S4, Figure S11, and Tables S2–S4). We grouped these regions according to their mean 
properties with respect to four metrics: mean DCM depth, mean [Chla] at the DCM depth, annual occur-
rence of DCM profiles, and annual occurrence of DBM profiles. The groups of regions were objectively 
defined using a K-means clustering method. A priori 2 to 10 groups were tested, with a maximum of 10 
iterations, using the Hartigan & Wong algorithm (supportive information, Figure S12).

In this study, spring, summer, autumn and winter seasons, respectively, correspond to the months 3–5, 6–8, 
9–11, and 12, 1, 2. Note that to develop informative representation of seasonal trends in both hemispheres, 
Southern Hemisphere data were shifted by 6 months with respect to Northern Hemisphere data.

2.9. Analytical and Statistical Methods, Softwares

To statistically compare mean region/group properties, the normality of the samples was tested (the Shap-
iro-Wilk test if the sample size was below 50; the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, if greater than 50). If samples 
were normal, the significance of any difference was tested using the Welch test. When data were not nor-
mally distributed, the Mann-Whitney Wilcoxon test was used instead.

All data were treated and analyzed using R and Rstudio softwares (versions 3.2.3 and 1.1.3, respectively).

3. Results
3.1. General Deep Chlorophyll Maxima Characteristics

3.1.1. Latitudinal and Seasonal Occurrence of Deep Chlorophyll Maxima

To address the regional and seasonal variabilities of DCMs in the global ocean, the mean of the monthly per-
centages of DCM, DAM and DBM profiles, out of the total profile number, were aggregated over 10°-latitude 
bands (values calculated on ±5° range, centered on the tens) (Figure 3). The resulting global distribution of 
the DCMs presents a dome-like shape, nearly symmetrical, on either side of the Equator. The occurrence of 
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DCMs is greater than 50% at low latitudes (from 30°S to 40°N), with values over 75% from 20°S to 20°N. This 
occurrence decreases significantly toward high latitudes (below 25% above 40°), with a slight recrudescence 
recorded around 70°N (23%). DCMs therefore appear to be a dominant feature in equatorial, subequatorial 
(from 0 to ∼15°) and subtropical waters (from 15 to ∼35°).

In equatorial and subequatorial waters (0–10°), DCMs are dominated by DBMs (reaching 65% of total pro-
files at the Equator). Conversely, in subtropical waters (20°), DCMs are dominated by DAMs. The contribu-
tions of DAMs and DBMs to the total DCM profiles are then proportionally equivalent from 30° to the high 
latitudes (despite a higher proportion of DBMs at 70°N).

To address the seasonal variability of DCMs and of their two types, DAM and DBM, as a function of lati-
tude, the 10°-aggregated profiles were subsequently analyzed at a monthly scale (Figure 4). From 0 to 20°, 
the proportion of DCMs remains stable throughout the year (close to or higher than 75% for each month). 
Strong seasonality appears at 30°: from May to October (recalling here that Southern Hemisphere data were 
shifted by 6 months), DCMs are found in almost 100% of the profiles; November and April are transition 
months with 75% having DCM profiles while only 50% of DCMs subsist in December and less than 25% in 
the remaining months. This seasonal pattern is also observed at 40°, but with a smaller magnitude. From 
50 to 70°, the period of DCM occurrence narrows to the summer months (7 and 8), and stays below 10% the 
rest of the time.

As for the distribution of DBMs and DAMs, from 0 to 10°, the proportion of DBMs and DAMs is stable near-
ly all year long (∼50% for DBMs and ∼25% for DAMs). At 20°, DBMs present more seasonality: less than 
25% from November to February, more than 40% from April to June, and around 35% from July to October. 
Meanwhile, DAMs are stable at around 50% from February to August, then exceed 60% from October to Jan-
uary. At 30°, DCMs are dominated by DBMs in spring and summer (>50% from May to July), and by DAMs 
in fall (>50% in October and November). At 40°, DBMs increase from virtually no presence in winter to up 
to 60% in August before decreasing again in autumn while DAM proportions show peaks during the spring 
and the autumn (exceeding 25% in May and October). From 40 to 60°, DBM and DAM proportions are 
equivalent (both below 2% from October to April, and reaching ∼10% in summer). At 70°, DBMs dominate 
DCMs, especially during summer (nearly 25% in August and September).

3.1.2. Latitudinal Distribution of Deep Chlorophyll Maxima Depth and Intensity

DCM depth and intensity (here estimated through [Chla] and bbp at DCM depth) present quasi-symmetric 
latitudinal distributions on either side of the Equator (Figures 5a and 5b). In equatorial and subequato-
rial waters (0–10°), DCMs are found at a mean depth of 61  m with a corresponding median [Chla] of 
0.58  mg  chla  m−3, and a median bbp of 10 10−4  m−1. As expected, the deepest and least intense DCMs 
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Figure 3. Mean of monthly percentage of profiles with DCM (green), DBM (blue), and DAM (orange) characteristics 
as a function of the latitude (per band of 10°). The percentage of DCMs corresponds to the sum of the percentages of 
DAMs and DBMs. DAM, Deep photoAcclimation Maximum; DBM, Deep Biomass Maximum; DCM, Deep Chlorophyll 
Maximum.
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are recorded in subtropical waters, with the most extreme charac-
teristics found in the south (mean depth  =  124  m; [Chla]  =  0.32, 
mg chla m−3; bbp = 6 10−4 m−1 at 20°S) rather than in the north (mean 
depth = 84 m; [Chla] = 0.36 mg chla m−3; bbp = 7.4 10−4 m−1 at 20°N). 
The 30–50° latitudinal bands are transitional locations where DCMs rap-
idly shallow and become more intense (e.g., at 50°N: mean depth = 41; 
[Chla]  =  0.96  mg  chla  m−3; bbp  =  20 10−4  m−1; vs. at 50°S: mean 
depth = 64 m; [Chla] = 1.00 mg chla m−3; bbp = 22 10−4 m−1). At north-
ern polar latitudes, DCMs are shallow and intense (e.g., at 70°N: mean 
depth = 39 m; [Chla] = 1.63 mg chla m−3; bbp = 24 10−4, m−1). In contrast, 
at high latitudes of the Southern Hemisphere, DCMs are less shallow and 
intense (e.g., at 70°S: mean depth = 53 m; [Chla] = 1.02 mg chla m−3; 
bbp = 16 10−4 m−1). The dispersion of the mean or median parameters 
per 10°-latitudinal bands is provided in the supportive information: Ta-
ble S5. At global scale, [Chla] and bbp at the DCM depth appear to covary 
at first order (supportive information: Text S6 and Figure S13). However, 
this covariation is weaker for DAM that for DBM profiles, which likely 
reflects either a shift in phytoplankton communities or the signature of 
photoacclimation process for DAMs with respect to DBMs. Addtionnally, 
DCM depth also appears to be negatively related to the trophic status in 
the upper layer of the water column, estimated by the [Chla]sat (support-
ive information: Text S7 and Figure S14)

3.1.3. Daily Light Availability in the Mixed Layer: A Primary 
Indicator of Deep Maxima Presence

The mean daily PAR within the mixed layer ( MLiPAR ) is used to investi-
gate the potential impact of light availability in the upper layer of a profile 
on the DCM occurrence at depth (Figure 6). This metric choice allows the 
comparison of profiles from different trophic regimes (i.e., with different 
Chla concentrations) and physical regimes (with different mixed layer 
(ML) thicknesses) to find out how these may drive light attenuation with-
in the ML and its subsequent availability at DCM depth. Profiles with 

DCMs are characterized by higher MLiPAR  (median of 29.2, q25 = 17.57, 
q75 = 40.23 E m−2 d−1) than profiles without maxima (median of 6.12, 
q25 = 2.45, q75 = 13.10 E m−2 d−1). The two distributions are significantly 

different (Wilcoxon test, p-value < 2.2 10−16). We note that the MLiPAR  at 
DCMs is not significantly different for the four clustered groups or re-
gions (see next section; data not shown).

3.1.4. Region Clustering Based on Deep Maxima Properties

To further investigate the coherent spatial and seasonal patterns revealed 
in the above global observations, we chose to classify the 28 regions into 
four groups (K-Means clustering, supportive information, Figure  S12). 
This classification was based on similarities in four DCMs properties: 
DCM depth, mean [Chla] at the DCM depth, proportion of DCM and 
of DBM profiles (both implicitly encompassing the proportion of DAM 
profiles). The main DCM characteristics of each of these four groups are 
evidenced in Figure  7. The first group (orange, called Deep photoAc-
climation Zones (DAZ)), is distinguished by having the weakest (medi-
an of 0.46 mg chla m−3) and deepest (mean of 107 m) DCMs with the 

highest yearly occurrence (mean of 86%); it is essentially composed of DAMs (mean DBM occurrence of 
only 34%). The second group (blue, Deep Biomass Zones (DBZ)) also presents a high proportion of DCMs 
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Figure 4. Percentage of profiles with DCM (green), DBM (blue), and 
DAM (orange) characteristics as a function of the absolute latitude (per 
band of 10°) and of the Northern Hemisphere-phased month (regardless 
of the year). Note the change in percentage scale between the 0–40° and 
50–70° latitudinal bands. DAM, Deep photoAcclimation Maximum; DBM, 
Deep Biomass Maximum; DCM, Deep Chlorophyll Maximum.
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(mean of 78%) occurring at shallower depths (mean of 57  m) with intermediate intensities (median of 
0.78 mg chla m−3) and the highest proportion of DBM profiles (mean of 54%). The third group (brown, 

Ghost Zones (GHOZ)) exhibits the lowest occurrences of DCMs and 
DBMs (respectively means of 14% and 8%) with intermediate intensities 
(median of 1.28 mg chla m−3) and located at intermediate depths (mean 
of 64  m). The fourth group (purple, Shallow Maxima Zones (SHAZ)) 
also shows a low occurrence of DCMs and DBMs (means of 17% and 8%) 
which are shallow (mean of 37 m) and cover a wide spread of high inten-
sities (median of 2.01 mg chla m−3). The dispersion of the four mean or 
median DCM properties for the four group of regions is described in the 
supportive information: Table S6.

The resulting classification of the 28 regions into four groups with co-
herent DCM patterns follows, with only a few exceptions, a clear global 
latitudinal distribution (Figure 8). The SHAZ group encompasses most 
northern regions (the north subpolar gyres, the east Greenland waters, 
the Arctic Waters), and the Black Sea. The GHOZ group includes all 
the Southern Ocean waters (SubTropical Zone, Sub Antartic Zone, Po-
lar Frontal Zone, and Antarctic Southern Zone/Seasonal Ice Zone) as 
well as the North Atlantic Current. The DAZ group includes most olig-
otrophic waters (the five subtropical gyres, the Archipelagos waters, the 
Eastern Basin of the Mediterranean Sea). The DBZ group includes most 
equatorial and subequatorial waters (i.e., from 0 to ∼15°, Atlantic and 
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Figure 5. DCM depths (gray dots) and their quartile diagrams per 10° latitude. The mean [Chla] and bbp at the DCM depth are color-coded with a white-green 
log scale (a), and a white-blue log scale (b). DCM, Deep Chlorophyll Maximum.

Figure 6. Quartile diagrams and density plots of the mean daily PAR in 
the mixed layer ( MLiPAR ) for DCM (green) and NO profiles (black). DCM, 
Deep Chlorophyll Maximum; PAR, Photosynthetically Available Radiation.
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Pacific SubEquatorial Waters, Indian Oxygen Minimum Zones, Indian Equatorial Waters, South Chinese 
Sea, Moonsoun Zone, and Western Australian Waters) as well as Baffin Bay, the Red Sea, and the Western 
Mediterranean Basin.

3.2. Environmental Conditions in the Four Typical Zones

On the basis of four metrics chosen to represent the characteristics of 
light and nutrient fields and their interactions in the vicinity of the DCM 
depth, we compared the environmental conditions at the DCM depth in 
the four zones (Figure 11): Shallow Maxima Zone (SHAZ), Ghost Zone 
(GOHZ), Deep photoAcclimation Zone (DAZ), and Deep Biomass Zone 
(DBZ). Note that the dispersion values of the different environmental pa-
rameters are described in the supportive information for the four zones 
(supportive information: Table S6).

3.2.1. Surface [Chla]sat

The surface [Chla]sat (as described in Sections  2.7 and  3.1.2), gives an 
estimate of the trophic status prevailing in each zone (Figure 9a). It is the 
most intense for SHAZ (median of 0.53 mg chla m−3) followed by GHOZ 
and DBZ (respectively medians of 0.18 and 0.15 chla m−3), the latter two 
groups not being significantly different (Mann-Witney test, p-value of 
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Figure 7. Quartile diagrams of DCM characteristics for the four groups (i.e., Shallow Maxima Zone, SHAZ; Ghost 
Zone, GOHZ; Deep photoAcclimation Zone, DAZ; and Deep Biomass Zone, DBZ) from the 28 clustered regions: (a) 
mean [Chla] at DBM depths, (b) mean DBM depths, (c) mean percentage of DCM profiles, and (d) mean percentage of 
DBM profiles. DBM, Deep Biomass Maximum; DCM, Deep Chlorophyll Maximum.

Figure 8. Spatial distribution of the global data set clustered into four 
groups (i.e., Shallow Maxima Zone, SHAZ; Ghost Zone, GOHZ; Deep 
photoAcclimation Zone, DAZ; and Deep Biomass Zone, DBZ) according 
to metrics relevant to DCM characteristics (mean DCM intensities, DCM 
depths, DCM and DBM occurrence). DCM, Deep Chlorophyll Maximum.
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0.31), despite apparently similar distributions. DAZ clearly presents the lowest values typical of oligotrophic 
conditions (median of 0.06 m−3 mg chla m−3).

3.2.2. Daily PAR at the Nitracline Depth

The daily PAR at the nitracline depth (iPARNit) is a metric to assess the potential productivity associated 
with a DCM (Figure 9b). This value is the highest for SHAZ (median of 2.28 E m−2 d−1). Next come DBZ 
and GHOZ with intermediate values (medians of 1.77 and 0.94 E m−2 d−1, respectively), and finally DAZ 
with the lowest (median of 0.01 E m−2 d−1). The four values are significantly different from one another 
(Mann-Witney test, highest p-value of 0.04 for DBZ and GHOZ), despite apparently close distribution of the 
values for the DBZ, SHAZ and GHOZ groups.

3.2.3. Nitracline Steepness

Nitracline steepness is a proxy for the intensity of the vertical diffusive nitrate flux from enriched deep 
layers toward the surface (Figure 9c). It is highest for DBZ (median of 0.29 µmol NO3 m−1 m−3) and SHAZ 
(median of 0.10 µmol NO3 m−1 m−3), followed by GHOZ (median of 0.08 µmol NO3 m−1 m−3), and finally 
DAZ (median of 0.04 µmol NO3 m−1 m−3). The four values are significantly different from one another 
(Mann-Witney test, highest p-value of 2.9 10−11 for SHAZ and GHOZ), despite apparently close distribution 
for the SHAZ and GHOZ groups.

3.2.4. Position of the Deep Chlorophyll Maximum Depth in Relation to the Nitracline Depth

The position of the DCM with respect to the nitracline depth indicates the DCM's closeness to the nutrient 
resource (Figure 9d). In DBZ and SHAZ, the DCM is located below the nitracline (respectively means of 
8 and 1 m). In contrast, it is above the nitracline (mean of −14 m) in GHOZ, while the DCM in DAZ is 
the furthest from the nitracline (mean of −39 m). The values of this metric for each of the four zones are 
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Figure 9. Quartile diagrams and density plots of the environmental characteristics of DCM profiles according to 
the four groups (i.e., Shallow Maxima Zone, SHAZ; Ghost Zone, GOHZ; Deep photoAcclimation Zone DAZ; and 
Deep Biomass Zone, DBZ) from the 28 clustered regions: (a) surface [Chla]sat from satellite observations, (b) iPAR 
at the nitracline depth (iPARNit), (c) steepness of the nitracline (mNit), and (d) difference between the DCM and the 
nitracline depths. DCM, Deep Chlorophyll Maximum; PAR, Photosynthetically Available Radiation.
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significantly different (Mann-Witney test, highest p-value of 1.38 10−8 for DBZ and SHAZ), despite appar-
ently similar distribution for the GHOZ and SHAZ groups.

3.3. Seasonal Approach in the Stratified Zones

Key environmental conditions drive DCM dynamics in each of the four main zones (previous section). Here, 
we assess the seasonal variability of these drivers as a way to confirm their potential significance at even 
smaller temporal scales. For this purpose, we focused only on the two zones with the maximum occurrences 
of DCMs (Deep Biomass Zone and Deep photoAcclimation Zone, Figure 7) and chose one specific region 
for each group: the Atlantic SubEquatorial Waters (ASEW) for the DBZ and the North Atlantic SubTropical 
Gyre (NASTG) for the DAZ, both regions being located in the same oceanic basin and representative of both 
DCM features (supportive information: Text S8 and Figure S15). In each region and regardless of the year 
(Figure 10), we estimated the mean monthly depths of DCM, nitracline and 20 E m−2 d−1 isolume (iPAR20) 
for representative floats (supportive information: Text S8 and Figure S16). iPAR20 isolume was chosen be-
cause it best represents the seasonality of light availability, at a depth which is not affected by the DCM 
features (as the DCM interacts with low light levels, see Figure 9b). Higher iPAR values would be inexistent 
during the winter period.

In the NASTG, the nitracline depth remains stable throughout the year (mean of 153 m). The iPAR20 deep-
ens from the winter to summer solstice (mean of 16 m in December to a mean of 38 m in June), with the 
DCM depth following a similar trend (mean of 110 m in December to a mean of 137 m in May). The mean 
difference between these two depths is 94 m over the year. The spring period corresponds to the time when 
DCMs draw closer to the nitracline, and lead to an apparition of a peak of bbp at the DCM depth (supportive 
information Text S9 and Figure S17).

In the ASEW, the iPAR20 shows the same seasonal pattern as in the STG, but with a lower seasonal ampli-
tude (mean of 22 m in December to a mean of 29 m in June). The DCM follows a different trend, shallowing 
from winter (mean of 52 m in January) to the end summer (mean of 40 m in September). The nitracline is 
located above the DCM (yearly mean of 11 m) and follows the same trend (shallows from a mean of 44 m 
in January to a mean of 28 m in September), reaching the iPAR20 during summer. Strongest DCMs are how-
ever observed during the spring time (supportive information Text S9 and Figure S17). DCM and nitracline 
depths are globally closer to the iPAR20 throughout the year (mean annual difference of 17 m between the 
DCM depth and the iPAR20), compared to the situation in the NASTG. The dispersion of the mean DCM, 
iPAR20, and nitracline depths per months is provided for the two regions in the supportive information: 
Table S7.

4. Discussion
This study uses the global BGC-Argo float network to assess: (1) DCM presence and types (DAMs/DBMs) 
at a global scale and (2) the environmental drivers prevailing in the formation and maintenance of DCMs. 
The conditions under which a DCM and its typology are studied here refer to the theoretical framework 
of the Typical Stable Water Systems (TSWS) defined by Cullen (2015): water structures presenting stable 
enough conditions (i.e., in terms of intensity of the stratification and endurance of the latter) to lead to the 
establishment of a two-layer system with nutrients depleted in the upper layer and vanishing irradiance in 
the deeper layer (Beckmann & Hense, 2007; Dugdale, 1967; Estrada et al., 1993; Hodges & Rudnick, 2004; 
Voituriez & Herbland, 1979). These two-layer systems represent a challenging environment for phytoplank-
ton growth (Kemp et al., 2000) depending on the degree of (co-)limitation of both factors (Beckmann & 
Hense, 2007; Cullen, 2015; Hodges & Rudnick, 2004). The characteristics of the two fundamental resources 
for phytoplankton (i.e., iPAR availability in the MLD, driven by the light attenuation coefficient Kd related 
to the [Chla], and nitracline depth and steepness) and their interaction (estimated by the iPAR at the nitra-
cline depth) were defined for the four DCM types as well as the way in which they influence their different 
features (i.e., their typology, position and magnitude).
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4.1. Global Deep Chlorophyll Maxima Assessment

The oceanic regions sampled by BGC-Argo floats cover a wide range of trophic statuses and hydrographic 
regimes in the global open ocean: from stable oligotrophic regions (e.g., subtropical gyres) to highly dynam-
ic and productive ones (e.g., north subpolar gyres), and also including semi-enclosed marginal seas (e.g., 
the Mediterranean Sea, Red Sea, South China Sea). A main result from this study is the identification of 
DAM and DBM presence in the 28 regions, attesting to the ubiquity of these features reflecting the vertical 
distribution of phytoplankton at a global scale.

4.1.1. Latitudinal and Seasonal Occurrence are Driven by Stratification

Even if DCMs are identified in each region of our data set, their presence and typology nevertheless exhibit 
strong latitudinal dependence, with nearly symmetrical patterns on either side of the Equator. A very clear 
contrast differentiates low-latitude systems (i.e., in equatorial/subequatorial/subtropical waters, from 0 to 
∼35°) from higher-latitudes ones (Figure 3). At low latitudes, DCMs emerge as an almost inherent char-
acteristic of [Chla] profiles, with the highest occurrences recorded at 20°S; at higher latitudes (above 35°), 
DCMs become a rather rare feature among the measured profiles. This latitudinal delineation confirms 
previous observations at a regional scale (Ardyna et al., 2013; Baldry et al., 2020; Cullen, 2015; DiTullio 
et  al.,  2003; Estrada et  al.,  2016; Holm Hansen et  al.,  2004; Kawamiya et  al.,  2000; Mignot et  al.,  2014; 
Parslow et al., 2001; Ravichandran et al., 2012; Thushara et al., 2019). This delination is also globally co-
herent with the satellite-based prediction put forward by Silsbe and Malkin (2016): a gradient of increasing 
occurrences from the poles to the Equator. For high northern latitudes, however, the present observations 
reveal lower DCM occurrences than those predicted by Silsbe & Malkin.
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Figure 10. Mean and standard-deviation yearly climatology of the DCM depth, the depth of the iPAR 20 E m−2 d−1 
isocline and the nitracline depth for the floats in the Atlantic SubEquatorial Waters (a) and in the North Atlantic 
Subtropical Gyre (b), respectively, representative of the Deep Biomass Zone, and of the Deep photoAcclimation Zone. 
DCM, Deep Chlorophyll Maximum.
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This latitudinal gradient in DCM occurrence is clearly related to a similar gradient in water-column stability 
throughout the year. Indeed, rather stable water conditions over time are required for the installation of a 
two-layer system, a prerequisite to the establishment and maintenance of a sustained DCM (Cullen, 2015; 
Cushing, 1989; Silsbe & Malkin, 2016). Such yearly stability is typical of permanently stratified systems, 
with weak variations in MLD over the year. When analyzed as a function of the latitude, the number of 
months in which profiles presenting a DCM feature are dominant (supportive information: Figure S18) 
offers an indication of the stability of stratification conditions over the year. The duration of the stratifica-
tion period decreases poleward, combined with an increase in annual MLD amplitude (supportive infor-
mation: Figure S18). This latitudinal dependence of stratification conditions is clearly associated with an 
increasing seasonality of the DCM feature (a permanent feature in subequatorial waters, a half-year period 
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Figure 11. Quartile diagrams of (a) MLD, (b) [Chla]sat, (c) mean daily PAR in the mixed layer ( MLiPAR ) and (d) mean 
nitrate concentration in the ML ( MLNitrate ) per Northern Hemisphere-phased month (regardless of the year) for SHAZ 
profiles with a monthly occurrence of DCM profiles color gradient. The Black Sea is excluded from this representation. 
DCM, Deep Chlorophyll Maximum; MLD, Mixed Layer Depth; PAR, Photosynthetically Available Radiation.
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in transition latitudes around 30°, and nearly exclusively summer occurrence above 40°, Figure 4). The lat-
itudinal trend in DCM occurrence therefore fundamentally reflects the transition from nearly permanently 
stratified oligotrophic systems, to more dynamic and productive systems. The zone with the highest DCM 
occurrence (0–40° band) is divided into two sub-zones according to the DCM types (Figure 3): the subtropi-
cal gyres (20–40°) dominated by DAM profiles (with more photoacclimation processes) and the subequato-
rial zones (0–10°) dominated by DBM profiles (effective biomass accumulation).

4.1.2. Deep Chlorophyll Maxima Depth and Intensity at the Global Scale

The depth of the DCMs presents a continuous range from nearly 200 m (in the southern subtropical gyres) 
up to less than 20 meters deep (e.g., in the north Atlantic subpolar gyre), a range in agreement with the 
results of Mignot et al. (2011) (we recall here that the DCM detection method excludes the identification of 
DCMs shallower than 15 m).

The latitudinal distribution of DCM depth (Figure 5) mirrors the occurrence of DAMs (Figures 3 and 4): 
very low DAM occurrence at high latitudes, reduced occurrence at relatively shallow depths in subequatori-
al waters (from 0 to ∼15°), and high occurrence at great depths in subtropical areas (from ∼15 to ∼35°). This 
overall pattern suggests that increasing DCM depths and oligotrophic status (low [Chla]sat, Figure 9a) are 
linked and associated with an increasing proportion of DCMs with a photoacclimation origin.

DCM intensities cover a continuous range (Figures 5 and 7, and supportive information: Figure S13), from 
less than ∼0.3 mg chla m−3 and bbp ∼ 6 10−4 m−1 for weaker DCMs (i.e., subtropical gyres, consistent with 
the values described in Mignot et al., 2014) to ∼10 mg chla m−3 and bbp ∼ 10−2 m−1 for the most intense (i.e., 
in the high northern latitudes, see supportive information, Figure S22a) with [Chla] values in the range 
found in Baffin Bay by Martin et al. (2010).

4.1.3. Daily PAR in the Mixed Layer: An Index for the Presence of Deep Chlorophyll Maxima

Overall, the establishment and maintenance of a DCM require the daily PAR within the mixed layer MLiPAR ,  
to be above a ∼15 E m−2 d−1 threshold (Figure 6). This global threshold integrated over the ML is equivalent 
to a threshold of 0.5 E m−2 d−1 at the base of the ML (Silsbe & Malkin, 2016) or 0.1 E m−2 d−1 at the DCM 
depth (Mignot et al., 2014). Note that these criteria signify that a minimum daily photon dose is required at 
a given depth or within a layer for a DCM to occur and be maintained, implicitly disqualifying any criteria 
based on relative light (e.g., euphotic zone depth defined at the depth where remains 1% of surface PAR). 
The MLiPAR  additionally presents the advantage of more mechanistically addressing the link between up-
per-water-column processes and the establishment of DCMs (Mignot et al., 2014), especially when consid-
ering regional and seasonal scales. The MLiPAR  is driven by the combination of three factors: the amount of 
light at the ocean surface (Morel et al., 2010); the thickness of the ML; and finally, light attenuation within 
the ML (Mignot et al., 2014). Surface PAR is both latitude- and season-driven: with increasing latitudes, 
the surface iPAR becomes lower and the amplitude of the seasonal circadian cycle intensifies. Similarly, 
variations in ML thickness are primarily latitude- and season-driven (de Boyer Montégut et al., 2004; Kara 
et al., 2003). Light attenuation within the mixed layer is regulated by the concentration of optically signifi-
cant substances which, in the open ocean, consist of phytoplankton and covarying material (e.g., non-algal 
particles, colored dissolved organic matter). The [Chla]sat, proxy of the trophic status within the upper layer, 
spans nearly two orders of magnitude (0.01–1 mg chla m−3, Figure 9a and supportive information: Fig-
ure S14), whose upper range roughly corresponds to the surface [Chla]sat threshold above which no DCM 
can develop, essentially because of light limitation. The DCM depth is also related to [Chla]sat (supportive 
information: Text S7 and Figure S14), which confirms that the establishment and maintenance of a DCM at 
a given depth require a minimum daily photon dose, which in turn is controlled by upper-ocean processes. 
It is interesting to also note that through photoacclimation, phytoplankton regulates chlorophyll content 
within the ML, and consequently exerts a feedback mechanism on light attenuation. Indeed, under low 

MLiPAR  (e.g., winter), [Chla] content per phytoplankton biomass in the ML is higher, and the inverse applies 
for for high MLiPAR  (Letelier et al., 1993; Mignot et al., 2014; Winn et al., 1995). In other words, physically 
driven mechanisms (MLD, surface PAR) of light availability within (and below) the ML are amplified by 
phytoplankton photoacclimation. Physical and biological processes can thus work together to control the 
potential light available for DCM development at depth over a range of conditions falling between two 
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well-characterized endpoints. In high-latitude environments, either a deep ML and low light in winter or 
surface bloom in spring-summer will drastically lower the MLiPAR  (Wroblewski, 1989). Conversely, in sube-
quatorial and subtropical waters, these three factors will be more favorable to higher and more stable levels 
of MLiPAR , especially during summer months (similar to what was shown by Silsbe and Malkin  (2016), 
looking at the iPAR at the MLD). In between these two situations there exist a multitude of regional and 
seasonal nuances that preclude the establishment of DCMs and that will be further examined in following 
sections.

4.2. High-Latitude Deep Chlorophyll Maxima Systems

The clustering of regions on the basis of DCM characteristics (intensity, depth and typology of the occur-
rence) condenses the above observations into four typological groups (Figure 7). These groups define four 
representative zones whose global distribution essentially follows a latitudinal pattern (Figure 8): the high 
latitudes in both hemispheres, where DCM occurrence is weak, and low-latitude stratified areas, with two 
zones, respectively, dominated by DAM and DBM profiles.

4.2.1. SHAZ: Sporadic and Event-Driven Deep Chlorophyll Maxima

The so-called Shallow Maxima Zone (SHAZ) gathers most high-latitude regions in the north hemisphere 
(except for Baffin Bay, classified in the Deep Biomass Zone region), and the Black Sea. Except in the case 
of the latter, the DCM here exhibit four main characteristics, being: temporally restricted to a few summer 
months (Figures 4 and 7, and supportive information: Figures S20 and S21); intense (∼2 mg chla m−3); 
shallow (∼35 m); and still rarely occurring over this period (<25%, Figure 7c). They occur exclusively in 
late spring and summer and correspond to mesotrophic to eutrophic water types, with higher [Chla]sat 
(∼0.6 mg chla m−3, Figure 9a), observations that confirm previous assessments of summer DCM occurrence 
in high-latitude environments of the Northern Hemisphere (Anderson, 1969; Ardyna et al., 2013; Kawa-
miya et al., 2000; Martin et al., 2010; Richardson et al., 2000). These regions are characterized by strong 
seasonality in physical forcing and biogeochemical response, that establish conditions preventing DCM de-
velopment in other seasons (e.g., winter deep mixing, spring blooms, rapid surface irradiance decrease and 
deepening of the mixed layer in autumn). As a consequence, only a restricted time period around the sum-
mer solstice allows DCM development. Here, the DCMs appear to be associated with very shallow MLDs 
(Figure 11a) which, combined with the bloom's decline at the surface (allowing more light penetration at 
depth) (Figure 11b), ultimately results in a high MLiPAR  (∼25 E m−2 d−1) (Figure 11c). Over this short time 
period, DCMs in SHAZ thus appear to benefit from nearly optimal environmental conditions allowing en-
hanced biomass (and predictably, production) (Figure 7a): high iPAR at the nitracline depth associated with 
a flat nitracline (Figures 9b and 9c; which suggests enhanced vertical exchanges at the nitracline depth), 
resulting in a DCM developing precisely at the nitracline level. The phytoplankton in these DCMs thus de-
velop where both light and nutrient resources are synergistically favorable for growth. A question that can 
nevertheless be raised is why, in such favorable conditions, [Chla] values remain low above in the mixed 
layer where nitrates are still available (Figure 11d). The likely cause is a limitation in nutrients other than 
nitrate, for example iron or silicate in the specific case of diatoms (respectively Hopkinson & Barbeau, 2008; 
Allen et al., 2005; Yool & Tyrrell, 2003).

Interestingly, DCMs observed in SHAZ are almost twice as intense as the ones in the Deep Biomass Zone, 
despite strong similarities in prevailing environmental conditions (Figure 9). Besides possible control by 
zooplankton, such differences could also potentially arise from differences in the phytoplankton species 
composing the DCMs in the two zones. Indeed, diatoms have often been reported in the DCM layer in SHAZ 
areas (Hegseth, 1998; Hill et al., 2005; Lutz et al., 2003; Martin et al., 2010; Ondrusek et al., 1991) while 
more mixed populations including pico-phytoplankton may shape the DBMs associated in low and mid-lat-
itudes (respectively Takahashi & Hori, 1984; Partensky et al., 1996; Claustre et al., 1999; Acevedo-Trejos 
et al., 2013; and Marty et al., 2002; Lutz et al., 2003).

Finally, aside from very high biomasses, another intriguing aspect of SHAZ DCMs lies in the fact that they 
remain minor features during the favorable summer window. Their sparseness over this period (Figure 7) 
implies that conditions for their appearance are not often gathered, possibly reflecting patchiness or insta-
bility in prevailing environmental conditions.
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4.2.2. GHOZ: Irregular Fertilization?

The Ghost Zone includes the four sub-regions of the Southern Ocean, and the North Atlantic Current. As 
for Shallow Maxima Zone, DCMs in GHOZ are restricted to a few summer months (Figure 4 and supportive 
information: Figures S20 and S21) and remain also rare during this period. They differ by being deeper (64 
vs. 37 m) and less intense (1.4 vs. 2.4 mg chla m−3) (Figure 7). Those deeper depths leads to the integration 
of the North Atlantic Current in the GHOZ cluster rather than to the SHAZ one (supportive information: 
Figure S22b). Most of all, it appears that nitrate is not the limiting nutrient in the GOHZ (Figure 12d). In-
deed, GHOZ cluster is dominated by profiles from the Southern Ocean, which is characterized by iron-limit-
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Figure 12. Quartile diagrams of (a) MLD, (b) [Chla]sat, (c) mean daily PAR in the mixed layer ( MLiPAR ), and (d) mean 
nitrate concentration in the ML ( MLNitrate ) per Northern Hemisphere-phased month (regardless of the year) for GHOZ 
profiles with a monthly occurrence of DCM profiles (color gradient). The North Atlantic Current is excluded from 
this representation, as not being part of the Southern Ocean sub-regions on which our analysis essentially focuses. 
DCM, Deep Chlorophyll Maximum; GHOZ, Ghost Zone; MLD, Mixed Layer Depth; PAR, Photosynthetically Available 
Radiation.
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ed high-nutrient low-chlorophyll waters (Martin et al., 1994). Iron limitation implies less productive surface 
waters (compare Figure 12b with Figure 11b) but nevertheless the MLiPAR  in summer for GHOZ remains 
20% lower than for SHAZ (Figures 11c and 12c) just as the iPAR at the nitracline is 30% lower (Figure 9b). 
This weaker light availability results from the mixed layer being on average deeper in summer months (Fig-
ures 11a vs. 12a). Light conditions for developing and maintaining a DCM are therefore less favorable for 
the GHOZ cluster. On top of this light limitation, iron limitation results in the nitracline depth not being the 
appropriate reference to define the depth horizon where nutrient resources are sufficient for phytoplankton 
growth. Rather, the effective depth for favorable nutrient growth conditions is the iron-cline, expectedly 
located deeper (Klunder et al., 2011). In other words, in GHOZ, contrary to the situation in SHAZ, phyto-
plankton developing at DCMs are potentially limited by both light and nutrients.
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Figure 13. Quartile diagrams of (a) MLD, (b) [Chla]sat, (c) mean daily PAR in the mixed layer ( MLiPAR ), and (d) mean 
nitrate concentration in the ML ( MLNitrate ) per Northern Hemisphere-phased month (regardless of the year) for DAZ 
profiles with a monthly occurrence of DCM profiles (color gradient). DAZ, Deep photoAcclimation Zone; DCM, Deep 
Chlorophyll Maximum; GHOZ, Ghost Zone; MLD, Mixed Layer Depth; PAR, Photosynthetically Available Radiation.
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Several studies have reported more or less persistent and recurrent DCM occurrence, mostly during the 
summer period, in various regions of the Southern Ocean (Armand et al., 2008; Baldry et al., 2020; Holm-
Hansen et al., 2005; Parslow et al., 2001; Quéguiner, 2001; Tripathy et al., 2015; Westwood et al., 2011). 
The three generic reasons advanced for DCM sparseness in the SHAZ (episodic wind events, mesoscale 
enrichment of upper layer or control by zooplankton) also apply to this zone. In addition, several reasons 
more specific to the GHOZ cluster can also be advanced. First, sparse DCMs possibly originate from the 
local alleviation of iron limitation thanks to specific enrichments, through a variety of possible mecha-
nisms. These mechanisms include ice retreat in the Antarctic Southern Zone/Seasonal Ice Zone (Cailliau 
et al., 1999; Garibotti et al., 2003), inputs from coastal shelves (Garibotti et al., 2003; Graham et al., 2015), 
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Figure 14. Quartile diagrams of (a) MLD, (b) [Chla]sat, (c) mean daily PAR in the mixed layer ( MLiPAR ), and (d) mean 
nitrate concentration in the ML ( MLNitrate ) per Northern Hemisphere-phased month (regardless of the year) for DBZ 
profiles with a monthly occurrence of DCM profiles (color gradient). Baffin Bay is excluded from this representation. 
DBZ, Deep Biomass Zone; DCM, Deep Chlorophyll Maximum; MLD, Mixed Layer Depth; PAR, Photosynthetically 
Available Radiation.
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input of enriched-iron water layers (Holm-Hansen et al., 2005), the vicinity of southern islands (Armand 
et al., 2008; Blain et al., 2008), shallow bathymetries (Ardyna et al., 2017) or hydrothermal vents (Ardyna 
et al., 2019). Second, sparse DCMs might have a more biologically driven origin linked to phytoplankton 
communities, their specific adaptation to these local niches and survival strategies. Many studies report 
a dominance of diatoms in the composition of DCMs (Armand et  al.,  2008; Gomi et  al.,  2010; Parslow 
et al., 2001; Quéguiner, 2001). Some large diatoms observed may be residual of a surface bloom that faced 
nutrient-limiting conditions (iron and/or silica, Armand et al., 2008; Parslow et al., 2001), and then either 
faced a change in sinking rate with depth, or regulated their buoyancy when encountering more favorable 
layers (Acuña et al., 2010; Fisher & Harrison, 1996; Waite & Nodder, 2001). Deep layers enriched by active 
phytoplankton can also result from subduction of a surface bloom (Bathmann et al., 1997; Llort et al., 2018; 
Wright & Van den Enden, 2000). Quéguiner (2001) also described DCM layers resulting from an accumu-
lation of phytoplankton detritus. Other observations describe a shift in the community between the mixed 
layer and the DCM, and suggest differences in how communities adapt to environmental conditions (Gomi 
et al., 2010; Kopczynska et al., 2001; Parslow et al., 2001; Tripathy et al., 2015). This variability may also 
contribute to explaining why no clear-cut environmental feature allows differentiation between the DBM 
and DAM profiles.

The Southern Ocean, which dominates the GHOZ cluster, is a complex environment, with a large variety 
of hydrological conditions, associated physical forcing and a resulting biogeochemical response. While the 
present analysis certainly reveals fundamental DCM features and their possible causes, more specific nu-
ances and their associated drivers are yet to be better observed and documented, possibly with additional 
measurements and derived metrics and proxies.

4.3. Stratified Systems: From Photoacclimated to Productive Deep Horizons

Stratified systems are represented by the Deep photoAcclimation Zone (DAZ) and Deep Biomass Zone 
(DBZ) groups, where DCMs are generally permanent features. Except for some locations (Mediterranean 
Sea and Baffin Bay, where DCMs occur at specific seasons, supportive information: Text S10), this yearly 
stability directly reflects the permanently stratified conditions prevailing at those low and middle latitudes. 
These conditions lead to a lasting ecological equilibrium at the DCM depth for both zones. However, their 
respective environmental constraints lead to two highly contrasting responses in their DCM characteristics.

4.3.1. DAZ: The Photoacclimation-Driven Deep Chlorophyll Maxima

The Deep photoAcclimation Zone group gathers most oligotrophic regions in our database: the five subtrop-
ical gyres, the Eastern Mediterranean Sea, and the Archipelagos area. These regions have in common deep, 
weak and mostly photoacclimated DCMs. The oligotrophic character of these regions appears in their low 
[Chla]sat values (Figure 9a), indicating weak surface primary production (Longhurst et al., 1995; Morel & 
Berthon, 1989).

The deepest DCMs are found in the southern Pacific and subtropical gyres, confirming the observations 
made by Pérez et al. (2006) and Mignot et al. (2014) regarding northern gyres. Both Pacific and Atlantic 
southern subtropical gyres show lower [Chla]sat values (supportive information: Figure S23b), the lowest 
being in the Pacific, as consistent with Claustre, Huot, et al. (2008) and Ras et al. (2008). As the nitracline is 
generally deep, it is never eroded by winter mixing, with the result that nutrient inputs into the upper layers 
are essentially driven by vertical diffusivity through the nutricline, which can sometimes be modified by lo-
cal physical features (McGowan & Hayward, 1978; Lewis et al., 1986; Letelier et al., 2004). The water clarity 
of upper layers (e.g., Morel, Gentili, et al., 2007) resulting from these low nutrient fluxes leads to high levels 

of iPAR in the mixed layer, which combined with permanent stratification at those latitudes (supportive 
information: Figure S18), gather favorable conditions for the development and maintenance of DCMs at 
great depths. This deep DCM position nevertheless implies low light availability (e.g., see iPAR at the nitra-
cline depth, Figure 9b). In addition, the location of this DCM far above the nitracline (Figures 9d and 10b), 
and the marked steepness of the latter (Figure 9c) (conversely to what is observed in the three other zones), 
reflect strong nutrient limitation and weak nutrient fluxes. This extreme light and nutrient context explains 
the high proportion of DAM profiles in such oligotrophic systems, with photoacclimation processes (pro-
gressive increase of [Chla] from surface to DAM depth, but not associated with any increase in the POC) 
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being responsible for the establishment of a DCM (Claustre et al., 1999; Claustre, Sciandra, & Vaulot, 2008; 
Cullen, 2015; Fennel & Boss, 2003; Mignot et al., 2014). We emphasize here that the distinction between 
DAM and DBM is dependent on the DBM identification criterion, which was primarily defined for devel-
opping our global scale approach. A regionally tuned approach for the distinction between DAM and DBM 
would likely allow addressing DCM characteristics and drivers on finer spatial and temporal scales, and 
thus exploring with more nuances such regional differences (see supportive information: Figures S20–S23).

The seasonal evolution of DCMs and their environmental drivers (i.e., light and nutrient availability during 
the year in a permanently stratified system) shows that the DCM location is associated with a constant 
isolume (e.g., for the North Atlantic Subtropical Gyre, Figure 10b, mean of 0.07 ± 0.08 E m−2 d−1, data not 
shown). The mean monthly DCM depth is more tightly coupled with the mean iPAR20 depth (Figures 15a 
and 15b) than with the mean nitracline depth, from which it seems somewhat decoupled. This observation 
is in agreement with the observations of Letelier et al. (1993), Winn et al. (1995), and Mignot et al. (2014). 
The implication is that phytoplankton are positioned in the lower limit of their light range in order to have 
as close access to the nitracline as possible, but this positioning is constrained by the seasonality of the 
iPAR. In most regions, we observed an increase in the proportion of DBMs over a more or less lasting period 
but this rise was generally concentrated in spring-summer (Figure 4). For the North Atlantic Subtropical 
Gyre (supportive information: Text S9 and Figure S17), the period around the solstice is associated with 
an increase of [Chla] and the appearance of peak of bbp at the DCM depth (Eppley et al., 1988; Claustre 
et al., 1999; Claustre, Sciandra, & Vaulot, 2008; Letelier et al., 2004; Mignot et al., 2014). This accumula-
tion of biomass corresponds to the crossing over of the DCM depth with the nitracline, as the photon flux 
becomes stronger at depth following higher intensities at the ocean surface and within the mixed layer 
(Figures 10b and 13c). This suggests that phytoplanktonic cells reach a sufficient level of nutrients to start 
thriving (Anderson, 1969; Beckmann & Hense, 2007; Gong et al., 2015; Hense & Beckmann, 2008; Letelier 
et al., 2004; Mignot et al., 2014; Varela et al., 1994), as also revealed by progressive erosion of the nitracline 
supported by a decreasing trend of nitracline steepness until late summer (supportive information: Fig-
ure S24). The shallowing of the photon flux in autumn and winter draws away and decouples the DCM 
from the nitracline. As described by Mignot et  al.  (2014), the reduction of the photon flux at the DCM 
during winter is due to a combination of seasonal fluctuation of surface irradiance and phytoplankton pho-
toacclimation (increasing their internal pigment concentration) in the deepening ML, contributing to the 
enhancement of light attenuation.

The magnitudes of [Chla] and bbp in oligotrophic DCMs are globally low (Figure 5). This can be explained 
both by a restrictive environment for nutrient resources and phytoplankton growth, and by the dominance 
of picophytoplanktonic cells (i.e., Synechococcus, Plochlorococcus, and picoeucaryotes) in the DCMs (Bou-
man et al., 2011; Claustre et al., 1999; Furuya & Marumo, 1983; Eppley et al., 1988; Liu et al., 1997; Parten-
sky et al.,  1996; Zhang et al.,  2008), whose biomass is kept stable by microzooplankton grazing (Cullen 
et al., 1992).

4.3.2. DBZ: An Optimal Productive Niche Driven by Hydrodynamics

The Deep Biomass Zone group includes all equatorial and subequatorial regions, along with the Western 
Basin of the Mediterranean Sea, the Red Sea, and Baffin Bay. It is the zone where the occurrence of DBM 
profiles is the most elevated in terms of their proportion of DCMs (Figure 7d), and these persist throughout 
most of the year (depending on the region: supportive information: Figure S21). DBMs are found all year 
around in the equatorial and northern subequatorial waters, and progressively around the summer solstice 
for the other regions (supportive information: Figure S21). Compared to Deep photoAcclimation Zone, DBZ 
maxima features are stronger and shallower (Figures 7a and 7b), as a result of more mesotrophic charac-
teristics (i.e., more intense [Chla]sat, Figures 9b and 14b). They are also under more active hydrodynamical 
influence (closer to coastal and/or current systems) than the subtropical gyres (Mann & Lazier, 2006). As in 
the case of the Shallow Maxima Zone, the environmental metrics (Figure 9) characterize potential favora-
ble growth conditions at the DCM depth: high iPAR values at the nitracline depth, a DCM position slightly 
above the nitracline and a very flat nitracline revealing an enhanced gradient favoring upward diffusivity 
fluxes. Indeed, these criteria suggest an optimal crossover of nutrient and light fields for the DCM commu-
nities to thrive. The lasting character of the DBM features also suggests the stability of the systems, with 
maintenance of a steady state in both biological and chemical exchanges. Unlike the DAZ, the DBZ have 
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DCM depths related more to the nitracline than to light availability: the Atlantic SubEquatorial Waters 
(ASEW) example presents a tight coupling of the DCM depth with the nitracline depth, independently of 
light seasonality (Figures 10a, 15c and 15d). This correlation of the nitracline and DCM depths confirms the 
observations of Herbland and Voituriez (1979) and Cullen and Eppley (1981). DCM depth and nitracline 
manifestly follow the seasonal pattern of the MLD (supportive information: Figure S25), which suggests a 
tight coupling of biological and hydrological dynamics.

The present description of DBZ is consistent with mesotrophic conditions of the typical stable water struc-
ture (TSWS) framework, which show close and stable coupling between biological and physical processes 
and lead to biomass accumulation (Cullen,  2015; Herbland & Voituriez,  1979; Varela et  al.,  1992). The 
persistence of the DBM at an optimal light layer depends on a nearly constant input of nutrients that is 
not exhausted by phytoplankton consumption (Fairbanks & Wiebe, 1980; Jamart et al., 1977; Sharples & 
Tett, 1994; Varela et al., 1994). This continuous inflow from the deep nutrient-enriched layer may result 
from intense vertical diffusivity, combined with or enhanced by local and/or episodic features such as up-
welling (Liu et  al.,  1997; Murty et  al.,  2000; Thushara et  al.,  2019; Vinogradov,  1981), turbulent mixing 
(Herbland et al., 1987; Herbland & Voituriez, 1979; Kaiser & Postel, 1979; Liccardo et al., 2013; McGowan & 
Hayward, 1978), weather influence (Murty et al., 2000; Sugimoto et al., 1995), or local hydrological pertur-
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Figure 15. Normalized monthly mean DCM depth (a), (c) as a function of the normalized monthly mean depth of 
the iPAR 20 E m−2 d1 isocline and (b), (d) as a function of the normalized monthly mean depth of the nitracline for the 
representative floats of DAZ (orange, (a), (b)), and DBZ (blue, (c), (d)). The black line represents the 1:1 reference. The 
depth normalization procedure is described in supportive information: Text S9. DAZ, Deep photoAcclimation Zone; 
DCM, Deep Chlorophyll Maximum; PAR, Photosynthetically Available Radiation.
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bations (e.g., mescoscale features, Brown et al., 2008; Cullen et al., 1983; 
Huang & Xu,  2018; Lévy,  2003; McGillicuddy & Robinson,  1997; F. F. 
Pérez et al., 2003; Steele & Yentsch, 1960).

5. Summary and Conclusion
This study took advantage of the global network of BGC-Argo floats to as-
sess DCM presence and characteristics at a global scale in the open ocean. 
A method for the detection and classification of DCMs was developed, 
based on a homogeneous data set of Chla and bbp fluorescence (the re-
spective proxies for [Chla] and [POC]) vertical profiles. Once detected, 
the DCMs were further classified either as features of photoacclimation 
(DAM) or the accumulation of phytoplankton biomass (DBM). The 28 
sampled regions were then further divided into four groups based on the 
DCMs' main characteristics.

DCMs were found to be a ubiquitous feature in all 28 sampled regions, as 
is globally consistent with previous localized observations, hence allow-

ing some generalization into a global context. Since the occurrence of DCMs as well as their associated bio-
mass and vertical features clearly appear to be seasonally and regionally dependent, it is possible to classify 
DCMs into four representative groups based on their main characteristics.

DCM distribution is latitudinally and seasonally driven. DCMs are permanent and frequent features at low 
latitudes (i.e., equatorial/subequatorial and subtropical waters, from 0 to ∼35°, represented by the Deep 
photoAcclimation Zone and Deep Biomass Zone groups) while being sparse and generally associated with 
end of spring-summer appearances at higher latitudes (represented by the Shallow Maxima Zone and Ghost 
Zone groups). This observation confirms the importance of water-mass stability (whose endurance depends 
on the latitude) as a first-order driver to allow the establishment of a DCM feature.

DCMs require a minimum light level in the mixed layer (conditioned by the MLD depth and [Chla] in its 
layer) as a necessary (but not, by itself, sufficient) condition for their development and maintenance. The 
maximum occurrence of DCMs, and more particularly DBMs, appears to follow the summer solstice by 
∼50 days (Figure 16). In temperate and high-latitude zones, this period not only corresponds to an increase 
in surface solar irradiance but also post-bloom conditions where the upper layer progressively loses its 
organic material, hence allowing deeper penetration of light. At low latitudes (e.g., subtropical waters), 
the summer-solstice period corresponds to the lowest [Chla] content in the upper layer, also favoring the 
deepening of isolumes.

The latitudes with a high occurrence of DCMs (from 0 to 30°) are divided into two subzones in relation to 
biomass accumulation at the DCM, and the prevailing mechanisms behind it (DBZ and DAZ). Oligotrophic 
regimes (corresponding mostly to subtropical waters, at around 25°) are generally marked by significant 
DAM frequency with a low level of biomass accumulation. Their annual depth cycles are driven by light 
availability (as shown by Letelier et al., 2004; Mignot et al., 2014), and their intensity may increase as they 
reach out for the deep nitracline in the summer period. Meanwhile, equatorial and subequatorial latitudes 
present frequent biomass-accumulation features during the year. Their dynamics rely on nutrient inputs 
from layers below into favorable light levels at depth, as described by Herbland and Voituriez (1979).

In low-latitude areas (below 30°), both DBZ and DAZ have the potential to significantly contribute to global 
primary production. This is due to permanent and sometimes relatively intense biomass (especially below 
15° latitude, Figure 5b) associated with DCMs as well as the global coverage of these zones (>60% of the 
ocean surface for oligotrophic regions alone, Longhurst et al., 1995). Observations of DCM features in such 
low-latitude environments need to be further reinforced, as observational gaps subsist, especially in the 
southern subequatorial waters of the Pacific and Atlantic basins. Also, most equatorial profiles (i.e., below 
5° latitude) were acquired in the Indian Ocean. Additional data at low latitudes, especially in the two other 
oceanic basins, should offer insights into the spatial extent of DBMs, as such equatorial systems may differ 
from subequatorial ones through specific hydrological features in the divergence zone (Claustre et al., 1999; 
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Figure 16. Density distribution of all DBM profiles as a function of the 
day of the Northern Hemisphere-phased year (blue line) with surface 
iPAR at 0°, 20°, 40° and 60° latitude (gray lines). The vertical red line 
corresponds to the summer solstice. DBM, Deep Biomass Maximum.
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Estrada et al., 2016; Mann & Lazier, 2006). Importantly, more in-depth investigations are required to eval-
uate the impact of mesoscale eddies in oligotrophic gyres as mechanisms fueling the DCM depth horizon 
with nutrients, hence favoring local DBM formation in regions that were classified as DAZ in the present 
study (Brown et al., 2008; Letelier et al., 2004; Vaillancourt et al., 2003).

At temperate and high latitudes (above 35°), DCMs are sparse even if optimal environmental conditions 
appear to be present for their appearance around the solstice period. These seasonal DCMs are more intense 
than those observed at low latitudes, some of them possibly being byproducts of surface spring blooms 
slowly exported to DCMs. The difficulty of making more generalizations on the conditions that prevail in 
the development of these types of DCMs is likely to be due to the diversity and patchiness of possible driving 
processes in these dynamic areas, including the time of the surface bloom's initiation and disappearance, 
variability of the stratification duration, and grazing pressure. Importantly, the constraints of other limiting 
factors (e.g., iron, silicate) also need to be evaluated, considering that many regions at these high latitudes 
are iron-limited (aside from the fact that the North Pacific area is still weakly instrumented by BGC-Argo 
floats). Further investigations taking into account other nutrients apart from nitrates, and the prospect of 
new insights into zooplankton communities thanks to new sensors embedded on BGC floats, could im-
prove understanding about the mechanisms constraining DCM dynamics in these regions (Chai et al., 2020; 
Haëntjens et al., 2020).

Data Availability Statement
All other original data are available from the Argo Global Data Assembly Center (ftp://ftp.ifremer.fr/ifrem-
er/argo). These data were collected and made freely available by the International Argo Program and the 
national programs that contribute to it: (http://www.argo.ucsd.edu, https://www.ocean-ops.org). The Argo 
Program is part of the Global Ocean Observing System. The databases produced for this paper are available 
at the following: https://doi.org/10.17882/77207.
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